Securit y issues 500 parkin g tickets F airgoer s
get back to
nature
BY LINCOLN FARR
Contributing Writer

Echo p hoto by Katheri ne Lawn
Safety and Security officer Lynn Lamontagn e tickets a car on campus.

Colby insurance now
covers same-sex partners
BYELIZA&ETH HERBERT
Asst*News Editor

Colb y employees who are gay, lesbian

cur bisexual will soon be eligible for insura nce that covets a same-sexpartner under
Colby's new health insurance plan. Effective Oct. 10, 1993, the new policy Wij lpr o *
vide comprehensive health insurance to
aa-me-sexpartners who havebeen together
for at least six months and can meet oth er
c*tite*naprav ingtKata / Ar<lamestic''' relation*
ship exists.
The College Jtas wanted toprovide such
a policy for several years ,said Dong Ter p,
dire ctor ojf Personn el, but ran into dlffi*
cutty finding a health insurance plan that
wouldagree to covet same-sex partners ,
"Where the taw does not recogn tee same
sexniar ]n*ge$,Colby docs/' p»id mp,wha
was responsible for finding an insurance
plan that would carr y lesbian, gay and
bisexual couples. Maine law does nol recognize same sexmarriage s,$aid Terp, and
most health insuranceplans refuse to cover
same- sex par tners ,
Only two compa nies, Great West arid
Mae Crass/BU j e.Shtel d, w ould Agree to
cover aaroe *sex couples, said Terp *CoJby
has bead with Grea t West
on si neeOctober ^
las t yen^ but will sign with Blue Cross/
ftto e $hift1 d today * Tho College is cbang*
{nghealuH insuwmcepoticies because Blue
Cross offers a Health Management Orga-

A few years agoA the Cam pus Commu *
nity Subcommi ttee on Lesbian and Gay Issues recommended that the Coll ege look
into havin g a same-sexparttterhealth insurance policy, said Presi dent William Cotter.
"This is something that we've wanted to
do for a long time/' said Cot ter ,
Terp said that the new insurance policy
is a natural pro gression out of the College's
non-discriminatio n policy, If the College
wa& to fulfill its mission, the health insurance policy had to be altered, said Ter p.
Colb y j$ the firs t College m its peer group
besides Middlebury to have such a heal th
insurance plan , according to Terp *
"As far as 1 know , there is no other organ
nidat ion in Maine that I am awa re of that
pro vides this/'saidTerp, whosaid thatsamesexhealth insurance covera gebegan on the
west coast an d is slowly being picked up by
t a rge companies and univefsities/'t would
expect thatmostofourpccrswiUbemoving
towards this in the next yea* or so/'
It was difficult to f cf i t u sa "domestic

Over 500 parking tickets have been issued
by Safety and Security in the last three weeks,
according to Director of Safety and Security
John Frechette. Safety and Security issued a
total of 3,200 tickets last year.
"This is fairl y typ ical to have a lot of
parking violations early in the school year,"
said Frechette. "There has not been a change
in policy."
The number of cars on campus is slowly
increasing, and there have been a particularl y
large number of cars on campus for the first
few weeks of school, said Frechette. He did
not know the exact number of cars on campus. Students often have cars for only a few
weeks at the beginning of tbe year and then
take them home once they are situated , he
said.
The majority of fines are $10, and retrieving a towed car costs about $40.
"We usually onl y have vehicles towed if
they are blocking traffic or parked in a fire
lane," said Frechette. The College uses two
See PARKING on page 4

BY »AVU> HQLTZMAN
i

Features Editor
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Workin gclass,wealth yf o3k and stud e nts
I got a hefty dose of rural and progressive
I values last weehendatthe CdrunionGround
i CountryFairin Windsor , Maine,
!
The four-da yevent featured food,-music,
art , farm animals an d political activism. Each
| event embodied the fair 's th eme of "celi ebra ting rural livittg/' as t-shitts worn by
! volunteers testified.
"It's about being abl e to run a business
and support a family without having to do]
something that wil l ruin the environment/' ¦
said Susan Kerce, the Fair's director. She
said there were 1,0Q0 exhibitorsand vendors
[ and was expecting 60,000 vi sitors over the
four days*
See COMMON GKOUND on page S

Chuck D rap s at Colby
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

It was standing- room only in Lorimer
Chapel at last Thursday's Spotli ght Lecture
to hear Chuck D answer the question: Wh y
won't ra p die? Chuck D, a rap musician and
member of the group Public Enemy, spoke on
rap : the purpose of music in society today.
D addressed the circumstances within the
black community that encourage rap as a
form of communication and protest . He ar-

gued that blacks have no economic, political ,
or legal control over the world in which they
live. In the worlds of economics, education ,
^
property ownershi p and media , blacks have
always been overlooked , according to D.
"The economic situation in the black community is hay wire because we don't control
it," said D.
D said that rap opens doors for young
blacks so that they might realize their full
potential. Education in America doesn 't acknowledge blacks, and American schools
See CHUCK D on page 2

rela tionship /' said.Te rp ,
"Youhave to define what .a dependent is,
and it's clear that It is not an easy thing to
come a t/' said T*rp*
Couple * must fill out ait affidavi t and
p-rovidedocumenta tionofpartnersHip /Such
as a joint checkin g account / -Join t ownershi p
of a h ome, or a j oint credit card.
One person has inquired about applying
for the new benefits so far , accordin g to
Ter p/ but no one has signed up yet,
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Chuck D spok e last Thursday on music in society.
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Continued f r ompage 1.

Colby to invit e Geor ge and
Barb ara Bush to graduation
The Class of 1994 and Colby College will formally invite George and
Barbara Bush to speak and receive honorary degrees at commencement,
according to Jessica Matzkin '94, senior class president.
Last Friday seniors voted whether to invite George, Barbara or both
to speak at graduation. The Class elected to invite both, according to
Matzkin.
"All of the class officers are excited about this," she said.
"We are honored at the prospect of having a former president speak
at gradu a tion ," said Melissa Fraser '94, senior class vice-president.
This week President William Cotter drafted an official letter of
invitation to the Bushes.
Class officers also contacted Jerry Seinfeld's agency to see if he was
available to speak at commencement, but Seinf eld does n ot make
engagements this far in advance, said Matzkin. (L.P.)

Pepe awaits grand jury

John Pepe '94, a Colby senior charged with aggravated manslaughter in the death of Lori McKinney, has still not been scheduled to appear
before a grand jury in New Jersey.
The grand jury appearance will follow the release of a toxicological
autopsy report, according to Assistant Prosecutor John Doran,spokesperson for the Ocean County prosecutor's office. Topological autopsies usu al ly take about eight weeks to complete,according to Doran,but
nearly eleven weeks have transpired since the murder.
Doran attributed the delay to cutbacks in state medical facilities.
"Less technicians means it takes more time with the bodies," said
Doran.
Steven Cucci, Pepe's attorney, did not return calls to his offi ce.
Pepe's telephone numbers, both at home and at school, are -unlisted.
(L.P.)

teach only what the white male has to say, according to D.
"Rap music cannot teach you," said D. "Ht can only open the door. It
is up to you to step through."
Blacks have never been able to o wn property or businesses, make their
own laws, educate their own people or hold major political offices,
according to D.
Rap originated in the black community and was previously controlled
by blacks. Now it is controlled by whites because it is a business, and
whites control business, said D.
"Now blacks don't even have control over rap music and the media.
We are not calling anyone names, it's just not black control," said D.
Blacks make up 12 to 15 percent of the American population, but t h ey
do not control that same percentage of the economy, according to D. He
said that at least half the rap industry should be controlled by blacks,since
it is an art form originated in the black community.
Although bl acks d on't control the rap music industry, D said that they
are still able to convey their m essag e th rou gh rap. He said he feels rap is
the best way to express the black point of view.Q
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4 New 3-D Holusion
Coming Soon
ana JlCuc/i, j K u c u
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(Stem's Cultural Center

93 Main Street • Waterville, Maine
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Continued f r ompage
L
"I hones tly do n't know If
people will take *advanta ge oi
it/'said Ter ^i'The Important
tbiftg i«that th>opportunity is
there and we ha vemadeita vari able/'
Tcip said ilwas difficult to
fi nd a new earner because
many people hav *stereotypes
about gay,lesbia n and bisexual couples, Fart of Tejp's j obincluded breakin g through stereotypes and biases tha t many
insvxan.ee companies hold,foe
saidXJ

SPECIALS
Rolling Rock Suitcases 13. 55
M l Ballantine Ale 64oz Bottle 1.S
Island Squeezer (Vodka Coolers)
,
Tropical , Pink Ice, Lime Mist
•Y- - .
was $5 99) now $2 89 per 4 pack
ft J O K A S
^
(ML!!*!Eu3{mi Always plenty of in-store specials.
Discount Beverage and Redemption Center
Open Sun. thru Wed. till 9 pm
Thurs till 10 pm , Fri and Sat till Midnight
873-622.=
52 Front Street
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

We w ere lookin g thr ough the Colby Alumni
Directory of 1989, and we found this:
Colby Traditions over the Years

Spike Lee has accepted an invitation to speak in the fieldhouse gym
at 8 p.m. on Oct. 17, a ccordin g to Tullio N iem a n , director of Student
Activities.
The gym renovations will be completed in time for the event, said
Nieman.
Lee will be paid for his appearance in advance with fund s from the
Student Association 's (Stu-A) social and cultural bud gets, according to
Kebba Tolbert '94, Stu-A cultural chair. Tolbert would n®t comment on
how much the College is paying Lee.
Stu-A will charge admission to the speech, according to Tolbert .
"Whatever we take in will help defer the cost/' he said. Admission will
be $5 for Colby students, $10 for non-Colby students and $13 at the door
for everyone.
Lee will stop at Colby on the way back from his European honeymoon before beginning work on his next film, said Nieman. (L.P.)

* Ringing the Revere Bell after a football victory
* Stopping by 'Colby Corner ' at Levine's store
* Cheering for the Condon Medal Recipient at commencement
%»
* Traying on Lorimer Chapel hill
* Dancing to the Al Corey Band
* Strolling through the College Gates to Johnson Pond
* Honoring free-press martyr Elijah Parish Lovejoy at the
Lovejoy convocation
* Having lunch or a cup of coffee at the Joseph Spa
* Studying in the library near the Lion of Lucerne
* Eating tasty crustaceans at lobster bakes
* Thinking of friends at the Boardman Memorial Service and
under the Boardman Willows
* Signing the Matriculation Book to start freshman year
* Listening to the musical entertainment of Colby Ei ght
and Colbyettes
* Feed i ng t he ducks on Johnson Pon d

CD-ROM explained

Beginning next week student s will be able to take guided tours
through Colby's CD-ROM workstations in Miller Library. Reference
librarian Toni Katz will be available all year between 3 and 4 p.m. on
Wed nesdays and Thursdays to help any students who wish to learn more
about using CD-ROM as a form of research.
Colby offers newspaper abstracts, Modern Language Association
bibliographies, psychology and economics information, and more on
CD-ROM, according to Katz. Colby also has online directories to access
books at Colby, Bates College and Bowdoin College, but CD-ROMs hold
more extensive and specialized information , according to Katz.
"The idea is to allow students and faculty to use the CD-ROM more
effectively," said Katz. (W.G.)

As part of Colby's Alcohol and Wellness Awareness Week, AI DS
activist Sharon Lund will present a lecture, "Living in the Age of AIDS/'
tonig ht in the Page Commons Room at 7:30 p.m. In 1984, Lund learned
that she had been exposed to HIV when she saw her cx-husband state,on
national television , that he had AIDS, according to a Colby Communications news release.
Lund has been battling the symptoms associated with the viru s, but
has used herillness to em power herself and fi ght the stigmas attached to
HIV victims, Lund believes that AIDS has no boundaries and docs not
discriminateam ongst its victims. Lund has appeared as an AIDS activist
on Prime Time Live, 48 Hours, The Oprah Winfrey Show and a BBC
special , according to the release . She has also been published in the Los
Anodes Times and Reader 's Digest. (W.G.)
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Spike Lee to speak at Colby

Livin g in the age of AIDS

207-877-0324
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Were still here , and we still have some
great buys for Colby students and friends.

I

1

DOCKERS by Levi
sold everywhere at $36

$24

95

I

I 1

I
B.D. BAGGIES
The all cotton all purpose shirt

Reg.$3 8 $29 9S 1

Levine 's

Downtown Waterville
W h ere Colby friends meet.
Ludy ' 21 P acy '27 Howard '46

Colb^r shoots for the
pocketbook with
nucleus fund

Abor tion prot est er encourages
Colby student s t o join him
BY JON CANNON
Contributing Writer

BYJASON PHQA1PS
StaffWriter

Students driving past the MidMaine Medical Center recently may
b
j
ghave noticed a small but rather grueColbyiscuw^iotlys^eklng
some protest. A 60-year-old man
money donors to help build a
stands across the street from the
"nucleusfund"' to Ad as tha cenhospital, quietly expressing his opter of the College
's next maj or?
position to abortion and urging
in-R&ramngcampaign.,
Colbystudentsto join or argue with
The capital campaign/ with
him.
whichthe Collegehopes to raise
"It's the young people, you
$90 million, will last until Dec.
know, who can really make a difHim
ference,"he said ."Just look at what
The emphasis of this canv
j*#a%tt is on buildingtbe College"*
they accomplished with the Vietnam War and the civil rights moveendewmentr accordingto Randy
ment."
Helm*viceprjesident of developThe man, who is occasionally
merit and alumni relations and
joined
by his wife, is present every
dfg&nlfcer d>£ the campaign*
Courtesyof ColbyCwnmunmiitms.
Monday and Friday, displaying
Coffey's current endowment is
Xm4yBvlm
k wr&noUng ¦ several pictures of aborted fetuses.
•fOttgWy$300 milllosr
Colby
fu ndraiser.
the
latent
Calling himself astaunch anti-aborThe College has already received $3*2million in pledges*Or
in August W% Colhy hsred tion activist, he said he wants to
publicize the fact that the doctor in
endowed faculty chairs and re* the financial - consulting fim*
charge of the pre-natal clinic at Midsearch fellowships,
Marts & Lundy,Inc.to determine
Maine Medical,Dr. Russell Dejong,
^Donott are much, mote in- the f easibility of Col by 's
performs
abortions.
ive
to
endowment,
ficlined to g
inndraMngplan, Ihe fiirm conIronically, no abortions are pernancial aid and faculty support ducted over 100 face-$o-face in1
formed at Mid-Maine Medical,
[than to othes areas]/'said Helm. terviews nationwide. Many
which only makes referrals to other
"'We've gotten seven gift* of interviewee*said Colhy" ability
*
facilities,according to Lydia Bolduc$1mill ion ormoreand threegifts to reach its goal rideson the
state
r
ni half a million or mnre/." said of the national economy over the
M^rden, a nurse practitioner at the
Colby Health Center.
Helm. "We are of f }oe good start, decade, according to a Marts &
"There is no p lace in the
hut we havemore wo*k to do/'
Luwly report.Q
Waterville area {that performs abortionsl, " said Bolduc-Marden.
l l l l l l l l l l l j l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l I lI I
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"There are [abortion] clinics in
southern and northern Maine."
The man outside the hospital
declined to identif y himself, claiming he doesn't want publicity for
himself, only for his cause. According to the Central Maine Morn ing
Sentinel, his name is Ron Stauble,
president of Pro-Life Education
Association (PLEA), which is headquartered in Unity, Maine.
Stauble, a serious, soft-spoken
man,said he was saddened by what
he called a loss of morality in
America. "When you lose respect
for one human life," he said, "You
lose it for all."
Staublesaid whattruly disgusts
him are the after-care costs of abortion, which is what brings him to
protest at Mid-Maine Medical.
Fifty percent of the women who
receive abortions suffer some type
of gynecological problems as a result of poor operating procedures,
he said. They are the "second victims of abortions," he said.
'The after-care industry is a
multi-billion dollar cash cow," he
said. Abortion doctors can "take
normal healthy women, and by the
unnatural act of abortion, create
chronic patients that feed their industry," according to the handout.
But according to materials available at the Colby Health Center,
"Early abortion is generally a lowrisk procedure ... Major complications occur in less than one in 100

women. Abortion methods used in
later pregnancy are linked with a
higherrateof serious complications
-about two women in 100."
Furthermore,even Legal Action
for Women (LAW), an anti-abortion litigation group, refutes
Stauble's claim.
"Less than nine-tenths of one
percent of the women [who receive
abortions] experience major complications," said a representative.
Sta-uble still displays LAW's 1-800
number on a sign when he protests,
however.
Stauble is a non-violent protester. A spokeswoman at MidMaine Medical said he "has not
corne into the hospital/' nor has he
ever been physically threatening.
He has participated in "rescues" at
various clinics, however, and has
been arrested before.
Stauble said he supports putti ng unplanned babies up for adoption as an alternative to abortion.
He cited the great number of childless couples waiting to adopt as
reason enough to carry a child to
term. In fact, he proudly displays
pictures of his own adopted grandchildren when he stands outside
the hospital.
Stauble said he wants people to
understand that he is not just some
right-wing nut. He is a compassionate man, doing what he feels,in
his heart, is the right thing: saving
children . Q
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Visit The Razzberry Moose
93 Main Street-Stern 's Building Waterville

FEATURING
ft Miss Plum 's Ice Cream
(Maine 's Best Homemade)
ft Other yummy treats.
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THE GREAT SHIPYARD

A MEDIUM 2 TOPPING PIZZA
2 C0KES® 0R DI ET COKE®
PLUS DOMINO'S TWISTY BREAD
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$9 plus tax & deposit
EXP IRES: 10-14-93
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Colby graduate returns to campus
as professor after 11years on road
BY JOSH MORRIS
Contributing Writer

Economics professor and Mary
Low faculty resident Saranna
Thornton '81took a roundabout tri p
back to Colby, stopp ing on the way
to pick up her husband Mike and
son Paul. She is glad to be back as a
part of the school which made a bi g
difference in her life.
As a hig h school student ,
Thornton said she was discouraged
from app lying to a four-year collegeby her guidance counselor.She
spent her freshman year at Utah
State University but didn't like it.
She decided to transfer to Colby as
a sop homore.
Thornton was glad to find that
Colby was a school where professors were genuinely concerned with
their students. She credits much of
her success to her professor and
advisor G. Calvin Mackenzie, professor of government.
"[Mackenzie] really believed in
me, and believed that I was an intelligent person ," she said. It was a
welcome change from what she had
experienced in the past, said
Thornton.
Thornton was actively involved
in sports at Colby. She founded the
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Thornton coaches rugby in the rain.
women's swim team with three
other students,ran s pringtrack, and
wason Colby's first women'srugby
team.
,
"We wanted to have a women 's
swim team, but there was only a
men's team, [so] we went to the
athletic director, Dick McGee."
McGee told them they could have
the team, provided they swam on
the men's team for a year.
"We went to m eets, and swam
against other men 's teams," said
Thornton. Some of the women beat
their male competitors. The next
year, however, the women swam
on their new team. J '\ appreciate the
fact that we had to work for it, that
it wagn't just handed to us," she
said.
After graduating from Colby in

Echo Ptoto *V Yu/l20 ^^naguchi

1981, Thornton worked in Washington , D .C. for two years, attended
the University of Texas, and later
continued her studies at Carnegie
Mellon University in Pittsburgh.
She returned to Colby in 1989 to
teach economics.
In July 1991, Thornton took a
leave of absence to teach at Tulane
University in New Orleans. On the
trip south she stopped in Pittsburgh
to visit friends from Colby, and met
Mike Thornton at a party. The next
day they decided to get married .
At the time, Miket an Army
nurse trained in surgical procedures, was stationed in Texas and
worked seventy hours a week while
Saranna taught at Tulane. It was
difficult to be together, but four
months after they met they took a

PARKING

p ag e1.
Continued f r o m

diff erent towing services from
Watejralle*Aca*will not normally
he towed for lack of registration,
said Frechette.
-*
out
five
tickThe College^©$
eta to individuals before issuing a
warninglettefcParking privileges
are revoked after the sixth viola *
tion*
"Most of f oe tickets we.have
given out so far have heen firsttime offenders/'' said Frechette.
I Cary Bergeron <H received a
ticket forpatking illegally in&ont
of AverilL
"I was parked in front of the
quads, and I thoughtit was <XK,
because I didn't see any signs/
said Bergeron,"it turned oufcthere
was a sign there, but it had heen
knocked -down/' \
Sarah Hamlin '96 has had her
<ar towedtwice thisfalL
"The first time I was parked in
the ttpperpatWngiatattheHeights
and l just4idn't seethesigtt/' said
weekend off and got married in
Philadel phia. In December 1991
Mike retired from the Army and
moved to New Orleans. In May
1992theThomtonsmoved to Maine,
and their son Paul was born that
August.
Living at Colby has worked out
remarkably well for the Thorntons.
Mike now works at the Waterville
Osteopathic Hospita l as a nurse,
and Saranna teaches and coaches

Hamlin.*'Then, the same day that
I picked up my caor, I was towed
again from the side of Johnson
and Piper/'
Somestudents feel that Safety
and Security is enforcing parking rules more stringently this
year than in the past.
*They are definitely getting
stricter this year," said Hamlin.,
"last year 1parked all over the
place,and they n ever towed my
car away, hut this yea* I really
have to he careful of where I
park/'
Stud ents cannot avoid pay*1
ingtkkets by notregisteri-ngtheir
car,saidRrechetteSafetyand Security obtains licenseplate registries from every state, so they
can eventuallyidentify theowner:
of any car on campus*
Frechette saidheis willingto
trade, in lien ot the fine, tickets
received for failure to -register a
cat iot parking stickers, assuming a stndent ha& no other violations. Q
the women's rugby team. Paul is
now a year old and likes exploring
Dana dining hall.
Thornton says she enjoys watching the women's rugby team grow.
"It's reall y neat when people come
together," she said. "I enjoy being
part of watching women develop
skill in a sport that has been traditionall y non-female. It's empowering for the players/'Q

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
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BELA FLECK
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AND THE FLECKTONES
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WHEN: MONDAY OCT.4TH
TIME: 8:00PM
WHERE: PAGE COMMONS P.M.,
STUDENT CENTER
COST:$5 STUDENT
$8 NON-STUDENT
$10 DAY OF THE SHOW
TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE. FOR MORE INFO CALL 872-3338.
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Moreover,stickers alone will
not solve the safety problem on
campus.The three-yearold "poor
sa ve paper by installing
E "Moose&et/' it seems odd feat it campuslighting"issnehasyetto
letely. In the
is wasting paper on something be resolved comp
meantime/ the Collegehas emtike this.
<Siv<? the Dean's Off ice the barkedon several costlyendeav1ikeh-oil dingan addition onto
benefit if thedoitfct and suppose ors
that these stickers do have some Lovejoy, installing a campus
t necessary safety message. Are phone a*td huiiding a central
heatingp lank If safety h the priColhy -studentenot competent
enough topropekyaffixasticker ority thaf it should he,th e lighton the badeof theirdoors? Does ing would have been fully im+
of these
Security really have towastetime proved along with ail
ts,
trekking around campus to in- other projec
A
sticker
alone will not prestall the stickers?
Or, Is this -mission a covert vent bike thefts, rapes, or larce*
room cheek,since students Will nies, If these stickers truly are a
hefined for having candles,ceil- measure to increasesafety awareing hangings, or unregistered ness and not merely a ruse to
lofts? An officer really has no enter student roams and search
need to key himself or herself rorcandfesa nd ceilinghangings,
into a stu dent's room when the then the communitycan expect a
drasticimprOVementin the lightsticker could he Simply slid unand call boxes
der ttue door. In fact, If these ing on campus
stickers are so important fhey installed by the end of the school
CI
should have heen installedover year* .

Cvntinued f r o n tp a g9,e

GAYBAN

Continued f r ompage 9.
emp loyment, but also limiting future chances of success.
Even highly decorated soldiers
can and have been dismissed simply because of their sexual orientation. One example in the periodical
The Advocateis 1993 Army Soldier
of the Year Joe Zuniga, who was
discharged simp ly because he
stated publicly that he was gay.
Not only "do these policies discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation, but gender as well. Lesbians are discharged from the Armed
Forces three times more frequently

than gay men.
These discriminatory policies
waste money. During the past ten
years, the Pentagon has estimated
the cost of investigating, discharging and replacing soldiers due to
their sexual orientation at over $500
million, according to Rand y Shilts
in his book, Conduct Unbecoming.
Invested time and money are lost
each time a trained soldier is forced
to leave the military.
Discrimination against gays,lesbians and bisexuals is not exclusive
to the U.S. military. Denial of housing and employment opportunities
have been sources for further alienation. At any time, gays and lesbians can be subject to harassment

COMMON GROUND

Continued f r ompage 1
Food is a key component of
Common Ground, with dozens of
farmers and small businesses selling specialties like maple syrup,
honey, salsa and goat 's cheese, as
well as stap les like potatoes.
Under its tent,Johnny's Selected
Seeds of Albion, Maine displayed
some 50 different tomato and
pump kin varieties from as far away
as Russia, and offered tips on how
to grow them properly.
Nearby, Gary Mills and Sean
Donaghy, members of the Maine
Ale and Lager Tasters, peddled
home beer brewing kits. Their beer
is all malt, said Mills, making it
tastier than commercial brew, which
contains rice and barley.
Also, their brew's alcohol content is over one percent hi gher than
most commercial beer,he said. Mills
and Donaghy encourage people to
brew their own beer. "If you can
boil water, you can make beer,"
and have no protection before the
law.
By banning gays and lesbians,
the U.S. Armed Forces, as parts of
the U.S. government, justify and
promote bigotry. Lifting the ban
would help people see that regardless of sexual orientation, we are's?!
entitled to the same equal opportunities and rights as Americans.
The Bridge will sponsor a discussion of the debate tonig ht at 10-p .m. in
the Smith Room, Runnals Union. Q

Mills said.
Near the Livestock Barn, where
White Giant chickens sold for $8 a
pair, a man demonstrated how to
properly shear a sheep. He held the
sheep's head between his legs to
keep it docile, then tried a similar
technique on several human onlookers. "You have to keep the skin
nice and tight," he said.
At the manure pitch, people
aimed to win prizeshy throwing as
much feces as possible into a distant bowl. "It was awesome," said
Becky Proulx '94, who was working as a volunteer Saturday, "1had
fun flinging shit."
Two musical troupes, the Highland Mary and Fiddlers' Reach,
performed Morris Dancing, which
one participant said originated in
southern England m pre-Christian
times. The simple d ance was a ritual
to promote fertility, she said, and
not meant for performance.
Also performing were several

BJNI N G
Continued f r o mp age$
The orange juice surely is the ex*
ception to this rule; there is pulp
and there is orange water, but
unfortunately they neverappear
togetherSimilar pr obl ems plague t he
sof t-setveice cream machine.The
ice cream always seems to either
come out too fast, or be entirel y
melted A t least it is fun trying!

fiddle groups, that competed for
cash prizes and the Northwoods
Balladeer, a man born in a canoe.
The Balladeer sangabout traditional
and contempora ry Maine themes.
One of his songs describes a man
who survived a winter ni ght by
lying inside a freshl y killed moose.
Under the social and political
tent, visitors were asked to give
their input, by distributing coins,
as to how the government should
spend its. Each person had to give
five coins out of about twenty to
debt payments, most people chose
to spend the rest on to health, education, jobs and the environment.
Few put coins in the military slot.
Proulx said it mad e sense to have
a manure pitch at the fair, since
throwing the stuff is "something
[farmers] do every d ay. " Much of
the Common Ground fair was, indeed, a display of the everyday life
of rural Maine. O

Perhaps the biggest problem
is the tray-clearing procedure at
Dana, Why must we wait in a
longer line to clear a tray than to
get food? ;One easy and efficient
method to hasten the line would
be to make the drinking glasses
bigger to reduce the overall number which require Washing.
The food at Colby certainly
cattl e be a lot worse, but with a
few simple solutions we could
correct some dining problems. -1
_.

_
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College Season Pass
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Music Cente r

E VER YTHING IN M USIC
99 Main St.

Sirr-rr-zq-Egg^'g^^

872-5622

$295

Full time Undergraduate & Graduate Students only
$340 when purchased after 10/11/93 *

j

College Discount Card

$25

)
j

$10 OFF lift ticket price every time you ski; Sunday-Friday

Sunda y Rive r is six mountain peaks...12 chairlifts... 90 trails... 505 acre s of
skiable terrain...90% snowmaking coverage...hom e of White Heat: the steepes t
longes t wides t lift-serviced expert trail in the East!

Aif a ^J s UtM

Contact your College Representative :

873- 718 1

RT. 104 PINE RIDGE GOLF COURSE
W. RIVER RD., WA TERVILLE , ME 04901

CHINESE AND AMERICAN CUISINE
• 10% Student Discount (Dine-In or Carry -Out ) •
•
•
with Colby Student I.D. -- 7 Days a Week.
•
Not valid with any other offer
\
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • *
Belter Taste , Better Value
All food prepared with cholesterol-free oil

Skye's White Wine 750 Ml .99++

Busch & Busch Light Suitcases 10.99++
Natura l Light 1/2 Barrel 33.50++

Sunday Buffet: 11:30-2 :00 Buy One , Get 2nd
4:30-8:00 at Half-Price !
Lunch Buffet: Monday-Thursday 11:30-1:30
***Weekly Dinner Specials ***
MON-THUR: 11:00-8:45

$5.75

FRI & SAT: 11:00-9:45 Large party and weekend
SUNDAY' H'30-8'45 reservations recommended.

I

NM , . Wll 8am.9pn
Ttars , 8am-10pn
Fri. Ik Sal, opon MU MIDNIGHT
San. I 2pm-7pm

Dp nf| drive- M '*«" ™ 'or ,asl delive rv!
\
873-4837
I
21 SA College Avenue
I
xnd cases!
* we welcome returnrblesi ¦
I wc deliver nosPl-EAflE
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MAKE A LIST AND MAKE YOUR WAY TO STRAWBERRIES FAST!
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Elm Plaza , Waterville , ME • 877-8720
•Vitamins & Minerals
'Herbs
•Sports Nutrition Products
'Natural Skin Care Pr oducts
•Diet Products
•Healthy Snack Foods
m
10% Student discount when you
present your Colby I.D .
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TOP TEN REASONSfOR EATING AT LEGENDS

""

5. No MSG
9. 10% Discount (Sun-Thur) * 4. No added salt
8. Cooke d in pure veg. oil
3. 140 item menu
7. We cater
2. Great taste
6. Exotic drinks & cocktails 1. We don 't sell pizza
CALL
BREAK THE PIZZA HAB IT
I
877-7644
TRX THE BEST TASTING
Pu ^ v-^ oji
AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD
IN WATERVILLE
| (^KffSCjJ )
• Discoun t app lies to dine in ©nly
n0 Added Salt
* 10.00 minimum w/last delivery 15 minutes til closing

10. Free Deliver y*
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SHAW'S PLAZA
PORTLAND,
Drive
Kennedy
Memorial
St.
(207)873-4160

auburn
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Center ,me. auburndale plaza
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Mall Road
ME. MALLSIDE
SHOPPING
SO.
Maine
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MUSIC AND VIDEO STORES ^S^P^-*
^ ^ gy

The most comple te
arsenal of tes t prep
tools In the world.

Call now!

1-800-KAP-TEST

What do: Dining Services, the
Alumni Office , Colby Sailing, Colby
in Dijon, Women's Lax, Men's Rugby,
Women's Soccer, Summer and
Special Programs, Men's Basketball ,
; Men's Hockey, Lovejoy Commons,
Emergency Response, Colby Ski
Team, Drummond Dorm , Colbyettes,
and Colby Biking Team have in
common?
They've all come to Joseph's for
their groups' jackets, sweats, t-shirts,
caps and other special order
imprinted items.
We look forward to working with
your group,

iosepiFs

tJCLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
Main SI., Fajrfield
453-9756
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cordially invites you to an
Informat ion Session
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Thursda y, September 30, 1993 at 5:00 p.m.
Runnals Union, Smith Lounge
Recept ion to follow
Represe ntati ves will attend from debt and
equity markets
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Safety and Security has issued; over 500 parking tickets
alr eady thfeyear , yet £here ar e less than2 ,000peop le on this
campus * Without a doubt / Colb y has a parking ; problem Ther e ar e plenty of parking places on this campus ,however,
for all students , facult y and guests at any given time. True ,
the number of car sha$ increased, but that alone should not
account for the parking ticket volume * .
The p roblem originates in the whole layout of the parking situation at Colby, Parking places are not well marked.
The parking lots are poorly lit and the lines for the spaces
are so faint that they are virtually impossible to see. As a
result , cars parked outside the lines, cars parked in what
ought to be aisles or fire lanes, or cars simply hanging out In
limbo are unavoidable.
In addition , faculty and commuter students often use
student parkin gand are not penalized tot this,but studen ts
who park in commuter ot faculty; par king are ticketed in a
New York minute *This policy discriminates against studen ts* faculty , commutet vand visitors should not be allowed to park in student spaces*
Furthermore , it Safety and Security wants to ticket for
every minor violation, let them ticket on an equal oppo rturdty basis, Other colleges specify that faculty and visitors
must park designated areas , so why does Colby not make
that distinction? If Safety and Secur ity intends to continue
to penalize students for their parkin ghab its, then it needs to
¦ 4
ensure that that student parking is accessible,

Insu rance policy
shows leadershi p
The College's recent decision to provide a health policy
to lesbian , gay and bisexual couples is laudable , The decision is an excellent example of Colby showing leadershi p,
even when many complain that Colby only follows, Colby
is one of the first organizations in Maine to pro vide such
insurance , which is noteworthy considering tfoa t the state
does not even recognize same-sex marria ges, .
The new policy could have heen In e#ecfc sooner \i Colby
admini strator s had not had to faAfcU* stereo typ es held by
insura nce companies The ractthatColby had to lightfor the
policy demonstrates that it is no mere token gift to the
lesbton >gay and bisexnal communi ty*Instead/itis a logical
step toward synchronizing reality with the College's non *
discrlmina tionpoHcyJn sho^lt demonstratesthe CoHege 'ft
commitment to live up to the ideals that it promotes *
¦

Hannah Beech's opinion article
"Wh y does Colby cover abortions
but not birth control?" (Echo, Sept.
23) was not only ill-advised, misinformed, heterosexist, and grating,
it failed to adequately answer her
own title question.
As a woman I could not sit back
and let her comments slideby. Pregnancy is not solely a woman's issue.
By advocating that Colby's
health plan cover the cost of the Pill,
one asks that Colby place the responsibility for p rophylactic use in
a woman's bod y. It asks that a
woman orally ingest hormones that
will halt her reproductive abilities.
The Pill is still not a safe choice
for all women, emotionally and/or
p hysically. The Pill is a restrictive
choice for women, and an unsafe
alternative for both men and
women. It leaves women and men
totally unprotected from STD's, a
more costlyissuethan the$8/month
cost of the Pill.
The cost of AIDS tests, chlamydia tests, pap smears, etc. are not
covered by Colby 's health p lan either. STD's are a more real occurrence on campus than pregnancies
are, perhaps because of reliance on
the Pill alone.
Beech wrote, "When the College covers abortions but not birth
control it suggests that students
should opt for abortions over the
Pill." Does someone pursuing a college education reaily believe that?
I think instead the College urges
responsibility before the (Oact! Birth
control is available at Colby, it just
comes at a price. Sorry, but you'll
have to pay for your pleasure.
Beech needs to rethink her argument, and learn not to place words,
or pills, in the mouths of Colby
women.
Cate Czernicki '94

our classes.These "professors"were
being paid without filing with the
government. In other words, no one
was paying taxes for them . I don't
know how Colby can consider this
acceptable. It is illegal. No one can
deny that the College didn't know
this. In the U.S. this would be a
serious offense, and for a college of
our standing to do this is deplorable.
I would also like to comment on
the issue of Mannocchi not being
given the proper work papers. How
could it not be clear if directors
need a work permit? It should be
part of Jonathan Weiss'job to know.
Or maybe the papers are onl y
needed if you get caught, like Colby
did. These are legal details that
should have been worked out by
the College before Mannocchi went
to London.
When all of these "problems""
were discovered, the school should
have sent someone over to consult
with the countless lawyers, government officials,accountants,and professors enraged over the situation.
Instead, Mannocchi was left to deal
with them, while running the program.
In reference to Weiss' statement
in the Sept. 23 Echo article, spending time on the p hone was not
enough support. Mannocchi was
beingpulledin too many directions.
Through it all Mannocchi was always there to take care of any problems we had during the semester.
Under all the extenuating circumstances, Mannocchi did an excellent job in London.
Colby s treatment of and attitude towards Mannocchi was
wrong. Colby cannot afford to lose
another highly educated female
professor.
Lees A. Patriacca '94

Treat hate
"HATE SPEECH - SPEECH =

HATE "

Colby deserted
Mannocchi
I was on the Colby in London
program last spring and I feel a few
issues hav*inotbeen fully addressed
by theadministration. Perhaps what
upsets me most about the situation
is Colby's attitude of being above
t he law an d leav i ng Professor
Mannocchi to solve the problems
alone in London.
The program was directed by
Mannocch i, and Colby hired British acto rs an d prof essionals t o t ea c h

Treat the cause, not the symp
toms.
Jon Mitch ell '94

Grad speaker
selection is
flawed

during my years at Colby. Whereas
I do not agree with all that is being
said, some complaints do deserve
attention.
The issue is the election process
for our graduation speaker. This
process has had flaws from the very
beginning—last spring.The Class of
1994 members who were on campus
were asked to submit names of
people whom they would like to
hear speak at graduation.
While I app laud our class officers
for addressing this difficult issue
early (we all know the problems Jeff
Baron had), no oneever notified th ose
class members studying abroad.
Since over half of the class was away
last spring, I do not think that the list
is
an
accurate
compiled
representation of class preferences.
Yes, we could have written in
names during the class dinner, but
the only people who would have
been aware of the addition would
have been the people at out table.
Unless our class is telepathic, many
great ideas for class speakers went
unnoticed.
Then there is the problem of the
actual election process. Every class
member (who attended the dinner)
was told to circle three names and
from that a top-ten list would be
determined. Since there were about
44choices on the list,one could come
in first having obtained relatively
few votes. Instead of using this
method to arrive at the top-ten in
order, weshould have narrowed the
list to ten and then voted again. The
second vote could have ranked the
speakers according to preference .
The top ten list released on the
Senior Class Hotline is another area
of confusion. I am in no way
denouncing George Bush, but I fail
to see why we were given polls to see
if we wanted George, Barbara, or
both. Barbara was not even in the top
ten,yet no explanation was made for
this maneuver. The only thing
students had to go on was the Hotline
and rumors.
Fi n a lly, some students were
unable to attend the dinner due to
conflicts. When manylaterattempted
to vote, they were told that it was too
late. It seems that there could have
been a better way for people to vote.
Maybe we could have received the
ballots in mail (like the polls) and
those who cared enough to vote
could , thus giving everyone the
opportunity.
It is too late for this year's senior
class to have a fair election process,
but I hope that the juniors learn from
our mistakes.

I t h ink tha t I have h eard more

from the class of 1994 this past week
and a half than at any other time
rnnn nnr fi T'TT.' TT.rr .t .VlJ-M.t .i.rTTi.'t -Minv. t^ i.ii.i.t _ i.i,i.i:i.l.t:u. i.i."i :M:i:M '' .i:M.i,i:i
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Dinin g hall problems can be :e^|^SS^HI

the line. By appeasing those wtjo
request a double serving , Dining
.i niii h i iii m iiiiii inm iiiiiiiiiiiiiihii nI 1.1 mi.uiiii
Services would significant ly
Ma ny&f the<jui rto of Colby's oftrink Hue * by eMmtoa tta # the
dininghaJte are difficult to over- "motmf a" crowd ,
Furthermore , why ar e the halook* Yet, they are so easily
amendable that one wonders gels i n Dana behind the counter in
BY J ONATHAN KAYE
Contributing Writer
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Speaker con troversy returns t o
Colby: reviewing the voting process
By Hannah Beech
Beinga senior has definite perks, but after
looking at the top ten choices for the graduation speaker, I'm glad that I'm not in the Class
of 1994. While all of the people on the list are
famous, most are either unattainable or
unreflective of an academic institution like
Colby. Something has to be done to improve
the selection process.
Four of the ten candidates are actors —
Robin Williams, Jerry Seinfeld , Jodie Foster
and Steve Martin. Sure, each one has Hollywood star status, but fame isn't everything.
Colby is an academic institution, not an acting school. True, Bill Cosby, the graduation
speaker two years ago, is an actor,but he also
has a Ph.D in education.
Seniors reported that while most people
didn 't go quite as far as to nominate Bill
Clinton,many votes were cast for John Majo r
and BoutrosBoutros Ghali. We cannot realisticall y expect the prime minister of the United

s-v

reflect the many connections that Colby students have with noteworth y individuals.
Since speaker nominations were not taken
from the floor at the Senior Dinner, a vote for
poet Maya Angelou fro m someone who can
personally get to her does not count any m ore
than a wishful vote for Hillary Clinton.
The nomination process should be
changed . Early first semester senior year class
officers should collect a list of all connections
that class members have, then write up a list
of those people, comp lete with mini-biogra phies, for the class to vote on prior to the
Senior Dinner. Then, make the top ten list at
the Dinner so that every senior can vote. The
top ten list can then be approved by the
Trustees at the annual fall meeting. An added
p lus of compiling the list in the fall is that
students can take into account people who
have made impacts over the summer.
A college graduation is one of the most
memorable days in our lives. The graduation
speaker process and outcome of it should
match the excitement of our final day at
Colby College.Q

Kingdom or the UN secretary general to stop

LIFE'S A BEECH

by for a quick speech at a tiny liberal arts
college in rural Maine.
Why are we so obsessed with getting a
Name? Is it because it will bring press to
Colby and our U.S. News and World Report
rating will improve another notch? Colby is
not about fame and fortune. It's about idealistic goals like academic truth and the pursuit
of knowledge. Going after someone just because they're famous defeats the purpose of
a liberal arts education.
Many people in this world have accomplished great things. Most of them aren 't
household names,but that doesn't make their
contributions any less notable. These people
would be better alternatives than actors who
may be talented but have not made intellectual contributions to the world.
The process used to choose the top ten list
also needs serious revamping. Nominations
are made in the spring of the junior year,
when a majority of the class is abroad. A
school that encourages students to go away
should not penalize people for doing so.
In addition, the top ten choices do not
i
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Be all that you
can be: lift the
gay ban
BY PIERSON BOUR QUIN AND
STEVEN HORSCH
Contributing Writers

Today's Spotlight Lecture debate raises
the issue of gays and lesbians in the military.
The U.S. Armed Forces continue tod iscriminate against gays, lesbians and bisexuals.
Desp ite Presiden t Clinton's eff orts , openly
gay men and lesbian women cannot serve
their country by being part of the U.S. Military.
Military
"The Air Forhe
policy ordering
the honorable g ave me a medal
discharge of ho- f or hilling two
mosexuals is of- men und u
ten ignored.
discharge fo r
Lesbians, gays, loving one." J?rom
and bisexuals
the tombstone of
are frequentl y
Technical
discharged disSergeant Leona rd
honorabl y ^ not
Matlovich, ;
onl y ending
their military

See GAY BrAN on page 5
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Are safety
stickers really
| necessary?

Here lo acfcfress le class of |fff . .. h mn
J
who needs t o . . . H/ell , acfuatf tj , he ^ oe s neeJ
\ ar\ inf reduction ;.. He 's Tony , -f/j e Ia/W Jeli veru « • •• <
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BY PETER MUKPHY I
Staff-Writer
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Over the next few weelks, Safety and
Securi ty personnel will he roving the residence halls and knockin g on each and
every stud ent's door to install one new,
ha-ndy-dandy sticker with emergency instructions ,This is an invasion of students '
privac y.
J ust what do these stic kers , th a t must
l>epttt on students ' doors this month , say?
lock your door at nigh t? In ease of fire ,,
leave th e buildin g immediatel y? Do not ;
admit stran gers into yoqr room? Examine j
your br easts once a mon th to detect earl y
si$ns of cancerf For a collegetha twante to j

See SAFETYSTICKERSon page&

What do you think of Safety and Security?
i

—

i

Echo photosby l&uren Vitrano
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Kriste n Bloomqu ist '95
"Th ey're always around. It 's

Robb Aldri ch '94
" I haven' t seen t hem on a
bike yet. I heard it's a sigh t,
t houg h. "

Steve Sanchez '95
"I like their new spiffy unifor ms."

i

pre tty funny that they are patrolling around on their bikes. "

Lauren Grossko pf '96
"Safe ty and Security? I don't
exactly see what they do. Well,
they look great. "

Simone Ka plan '97
"I'm glad t hey 're t here. I'd be a
whole lot more uncomfortable if
they weren 't there. "

x ne \~vioy ccnu

Artsand Entertainment
Wood y Allen
Colby partici pates in "Writer 's
gets the last
Harvest" literar y benefi t for hun ger mHHBHHBI
professor of English,Susan Kenney,
BY REBECCA MAWN
professor of English and director of
Contributing Writer
creative writing, and Jane Mead,
assistant professor of English, will
Local authors,including several read at the Chapel on Tuesday.
Colby professors, will join other Russo, Phillip Booth,, a local poet,
writers from around the country to Gerry Boyle, a Mid Maine Morning
partidpate in "Writer'sHarvest:the Sentinel columnist, and Ira Sadoff,
National Reading/' on Tuesday, professor of English at Colby, will
Oct. 5. The event, sponsored by the read at the Waterville Opera House.
non-profit organization Share our
According to Russo, Shore said
Strength (SOS),is the United States' that the authors recognize the need
largest literary benefit to fight hun- for all segments of society to join
ger. Colby will participate in the together to fight hunger, one of the
national event at Lorimer Chapel country's most urgent problems.
and at the WatervilleOpera House.
This year SOS hopes to raise a
Richard Russo, professor of cre- total of $100,000. It will give half of
ative writing,brought Writer's Har- the funds raised in Waterville to
vestto Colby. "I
area hunger relief
first got inagencies.
volved with
Three
naShare
Our i|l||^
jtt^ii^j^ll^p|| i| tional groups will
Strength
a Wm
receive the other
^^^i^^M^xSi^i^l^^^^^
number
of
half of the funds:
yearsago. The
the Food and Redirectorof SOS,
search Action
Bill
Shore,
Center, a group
asked me if I would submit some- campaigning to end childhood hunthing for a book called Louder than ger; First Book, a literacy program
Words that they were doing to ben- for children who are at-risk and
efit the homeless. I was delighted to homeless; and the Society of St.
do that, and that was six or seven Andrew's Potato Project, a group
years ago," said Russo.
that distributes produce to differJim Boylan, assistant professor ent food banks nationwide.
of English,will .' also- , read at the
t ThroughColby'sefforls,the pro'800
writers will gram has raised substantial funds
fundr aiser; "Oyer
read all across the country at the for the area in the past. "Last year
same time,"he said. "Last year here wasvery successful.We raised $700.
at Colby, five members of the cre- In fact, one half of -that came diative writing department partici- rectly from Dana Hall. The RAs acpated. This year, two members of tually went door-to-door and colthe Waterville writing community lected donations. Thisyear we hope
will also be reading."
that even if you can't attend the
Boylan, Tony Hoaglan,assistant readings,you'll contribute $5 to the
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welcome return to t|*Rntessentiai

Woodty Altejn cpnie&yy
Diane Keaton plays Carol
p hotoby AnestesFotiades
Li-plon
, a Manhattan housewife
Richard Russo, here signing his novel Nobqdv's FooL will read
Who detects?fowl p f ay when her
at the Waterville Opera House oil Tuesday.
next-door rieighbor?-*wife- sudcause," said Boylan.
liam Styron, and Calvin Trillin, as denly dies, Allen plays Larry,m
"Last year, for a small college, well as national celebrities like ac- editorwhoisskeptkalofhiswife's

we raised a lot more money here in
comparison with other,muchlarger
schools," said Russo. '
The Writer's Harvest is sponsored by American Express and the
Princeton Review. "The actual idea
for Writer's Harvest came from the
writer Frederick Busch of Colgate
University," said Russo. Busch is
the national chair of Writer's Harvest. The author of eighteen books,
Busch was inspired to create a national reading for hunger relief after a successful reading he was involved with at Colgate.
Best-selling authors Maya
Angelou, Joyce Carol Oates, Wil-

tress Dana Delaney, will participate
in the Writer's Harvest events
around the country.
The Writer's Harvest readings
will take place on Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. and donations of $5 will be
requested at the door. The program
will lastapproximateiy/anhour'and
a half, with each reading lastin g
twenty minutes, a ccordin g to
Boylan.
Additional donations to fight
hunger can be given in checks made
out to "Share Our Strength." These
donations should be dropped off at
Russo's office in the English Department at Miller Library.O

theory, attributingit to boredom.

Carol turns to Ted, a pJteywrighr
and family friend played byAlan
Alda, whose childlilceinterest in

tiieneighboirsdeathiuelsrferown
-fa^cination.TogetheKihey
discover
clues whMtiooirtt to thediscovery
ofa "kitier/5
Kenton's- comedic prowess is
evident from ihe start of the film,
Hercharacte-frwifcheMangk^and
stumbles her wayto the care of the

mystery/ providing Keaton with
the perfect set of circumstancesto
See WOODVAUMmfiogtU.
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A musical reunion with Disney's darlin gAnnette

Conti.nmd f r om mge lO.

ever, in the song "My Heart Came
||
^
||
i
||
| |g
l| ^|
| ^||
of Age." Here she reveals a broken 'W^S^^^mM ^
A & E Co-Editor
§ ^&MM.
heart: "Now I know that in your
book of love/ That I was just anPerhaps you know Annette
other page/ When you said 'We're
Funicello best as the perky peanutthrough/ through my tears I knew,
butter peddlerin the Skippy ads,or
that my heartbeatcame of age."
maybe you know her as the happy
^^i^lllll^^Jpll^
hyir^i^
In the songs from her fourth alMouseketeer in the Mickey Mouse
bum,Hawaiiannette,she offers more ^^^p^i|^l
Club on TV. You may have caught
i^^^|s|ii|^^P
effervescenceand charm.It becomes
a glimpse of her hugging a surfH
l
i
^i
P
w
f
c
B
BB iliiBl
overwhelming in the song "Pineboard or a beach bum in one of the
M
il ii ^BBHi (p^i
apple Princess."Her boyfriend tells i^ftiSiS jISSHi Sl
many 1960steenmoviesshe starred
her, "Pineapple Princess/ I love
in. But before she graced the silver
you, you're the sweetest girl I've iMftW^Stf-^^^^^W
screen in such teen classics as Beach
seen/ Someday I'm gonna marry ^^tei(IHS8liiiiil iBiiS
Pa rty and Beach Blanket Bingo,
^B
i illPiiS
il lS
lB
and you'll be my Pineapple Queen." lll^iWlhll^llcte^are|iwe||
Annette was best known for her
From Funnicello's next album,
fabulous songs.
Italianette, isthesong "Please,please
Funicello's music has been
Signore." Her voice takes on a new ^MlSl^ilifti 'p^SiBli
largelyoverlookedinthe years since
P^Hiiii^^H
quality — a more mature sound. li^SSP
she droppedout of the beachmovie
i
S
siWiiiBiii
^^^B
(Gee, the gal's growing up before
circuit in 1965. With this month's
ourveryears!) HereFunnicelloasks
release of Annette: A Musical ReB
il (8(r
t
li ii^K
iiiii
an older suitor to "release"her: "Let i
union with America's Girl NextDoor,
l
i
i
^
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i
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i
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i
iiii
the boy I love be mine/ And 111 i
Walt Disney Records proves once
ira^riMr^n^HP^^ri
pray to the angels divine/ To send
again that it can recycleits hits and
you a true love too."
capitalize on the past.
IBS
B
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By far the best dance track is
The two-CD or two-cassettecol"Danceannette" from the album
lection features 47 songs in 113minDanceAnnette,released in 1960. This
utes. It contains several never-besong will make you want to pull on
fore-released tracks and studio outi||iB
ipi^
ii llS
i
li
lii
l
your leotard and Jazzercise: "Roll
takes, documenting her recording
^B
S
fSlHi
i
B
i
l
iplli
M
out the rug/ Push out the chairs/
career from 1959 to 1966.
^M^RH^MSS^^H
let in the Cats/ let out the Squares."
Funicello's first hit single, 'Tall
l^^l^i^iii^^^l^^ii^Pl
Go crazy, Annette!
Paul," recorded at age sixteen on
ftiSii Plil ift iiRiP
Let's not forget the classic duet ||pn||fi||foK^|pJp^ti
¦
her debut album, Annette, is somephoto courtesyof Walt Disney Records
with Tommy Sands in the title track
what grating yet harmless and fun. Annette p ictured on the cover of the "Beach Blanket" album
ii iii
iNlH ^Ki^BN
of the Disney movie The Parent
Complete with pot-banging percus- (1963).
Trap: "If their love's on skids/ treat
sion sounds and the lyrics, "Chalk
on the sidewalk/ Writing on the Jump to Conclusions" includes the ritual : "I wear a first-name initial / your folks like kids/ Or your fammake|
wall/ Everybody knows it/ I love warning, "Becarefulgalsand guys/ A great big initial / On a chain ev- ily tree's gonna snap/ So tol
|a|i;
j
|i|| ||
a||||p|
^
'em
di
first
you
gotta
The
g
rig/
erywhere
I
1
wear
it
at
the
sodaTake
this
tip
and
you'll
be
If
wise/
go/
Paul. . .He's my all," the song will
d-i-v-o-rtake you back to an era when the you want to minimize confusion/ shop, wear it at the record-hop, Parent Trap."Can we say i
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liliiM
lliii
H
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iiilI l
c-e,
Disney?
youth culture of America was bur- Don't jump,jump to conclusions." riding to a movie in your jeep/ I
In one of Funnicello's first beach
geoning with energy and enthusi- Ah,-Annette, what would we do wear it while I go to gym, wear it
when I take a swim/ 1even wear it movie songs, The Monkey's
without your advice?
asm. , . . .
"First Name Initial" is a laugh- when I sleep!"
Her other early songsf are simi\ r Uncle,"recorded in 1960,the Beach pt| i|i|i| i| |^*i; ^^
She takes a serious turn, how-^ Boys served as back-up vocalists.
larly "be-boppy"and corny. "Don't able song about a '50s teenage love
The ensuing beach craze brought ^^l^ffllili^^l^l^lilltlli
such songs as "Surfer's Holiday" oW povilp^liiere: !
and "Bikini Beach Party/' which
are perfect sun-n-surf songs.
pi^ii? BSIIil Bi?18
. The last song in the collection,
"No Way To Go But Up," takes on
| ||
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a somber quality in light of the fact
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that Annette, now 51, is battling l^;ilIiPI;|i|^|ni: |i:lie
multiple sclerosis, a crippling dis- il^iiilll |ou|tte |ni|ha ^
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of the central nervous system.
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in most of the songs in
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i Annette:lyrics
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A Musical Reunion with
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modern corollary. Doesanyone ever
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listen to today's pop? Or is it i
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Debate: Gays in the Military

Series: Marson

Saturday.

Stu-A Dance: Bela Fleck and the
Tickets: $5-Student

'/Vy^^B

¦Hy '

Jim Reining, Science and Technology Department, Colby:
"Apprehending Global Change:
Perspectives from the History of
Science"
Lovejoy 215
4 p.m.

$10- Everyone Day of Show
Tickets Available in Stu-A Activities Office, or The Record Collection, Waterville
For Ticket Inf./call 872-3338
Page Commons Room
8 p.m.

Stu- A Movie:

Tuesday, Oct. 5

Bowdoin College:
v/y^^k
y/y L^ ^k
/^/!^H Lecture: "The Newjoumalism:Can
Passi°n ancl Impartiality Coexist?"
v//j mm\\
.^Z^H Jay Wall Jasper
Beam
/yyv^B ter Classroom, Visual Arts CenV//^m\\
v/yflmW Today
/yvyvB 7:30 p.m.

^B/
WW
^
^^^^
^Br/
'
Xwf/
^LWy
IKx
\W/S
wf c/S

Writer 's Harvest: the National
Reading
$5 - suggested donation
Lorimer Chapel and the Waterville
Opera House

f /y yf i mThe Waterville Opera House:
vvyyvfl
//y/V/vNorthwest Winds: Traditional Irish
/ / y y y y/Ballads, sea shanties
<yvvY// anc* rousinS sing-a-longs.

i/y /j
v///;
/y/Y,
</y//
sy///

/yy/yyyyy/y ^Alcohol Awareness Week: Sharo n Lovejoy 100
Lund, National Speaker on HIV 7 & 9 p.rn.
/yyyyy
/y/ /y ^
yyyyyyyyyyy/ Awareness
Page
/VyyyyyY
/yyt
' Commons Room
y fly y y y y'y
/y 7:30 p.m.

W, MOVIES
4y
y
/ /y Hoyfs Cinemas (873-1300)
YA
(Bargain Ni ght is Tuesday: tickets
are only $4.25)

f
A
'n
VZ
'YY
,

ru
r , <Son (R)
<m
The Good
The Man without a Face (PG-13)
The Fugitive (PG-13)
Striking Distance (R)

.

Monday, Oct. 4

^—IW

Manhattan Murder Mystery (PG )
The Program (R)

¦

Railroad Square Cinema (873-5900)
(On e dollar off with Colby Id
!eveT? Mond
and - W^"esday
^
Night)
Much Ado about Nothing
Friday Oct. 1- Monday Oct. 4, 8:50
'
pm

Seen and Unseen"

„ „ ,„ ;.
The Secret Garden
Sept. 24- Oct .4, 6:45
also 1p.m. Sat, Sun.

, , .
, c ,
^vS,
$4
all week, admission for final,
mystery film on Oct. 10 is free

Double Indemnity, Oct. 5, at 7 and
.
-9:05 P ;m"
**f '*s*f . .
8:50 p.m.
Tonight onl y
'
TheIllusionist , Oct. 6, at 7 and 9 p.m.
15th Anniversary Celebration!
.
"Our ShadowSelves: FavoriteFilms J u Dou, Oct. 7, at 7 and 8:50 p.m.

STUDENT OR GANIZATIONS - RAISE UP TO $1 ,000 IN JUST 1 WEEK ! For your student
organization. Plus $1 ,000 for yourself! And FRE E T-SHIRT ju st for calling. l-80O-§320528 , ext. 75.
***FT-»E E TRIPS & CASH! *** - Call us to find out how hundreds of students are alread y
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF GASH with America 's #1 Spring Break company!
Choose Cancun , Bahamas , Jamaica , Panama , Daytona or Padre ! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE or (617)424-8222

.

S Y R A C U S E
A B R O A D
Something to write home ab out!
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^A '^J f'X
"
/ ^WV ^ ,[' * fjFP£v c' V' ^
w\V®f i$$1
' ^^If &y/
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• Program s in Africa , Australia , Belgium , Czech Republic , England ,
France , Germany , Hungary , Israel , It aly, Polan d , and Spain
^
• r\S
' ivC^' " ^" or ^ore -8 n language not always necessary
•^AV^
t .
mmX^ \ i • SU credi
tri
Field
$§P vVV ^
•
p s/traveling seminars
*
friS ^
• Internships
• Study for a semester , a year , or a summer ¦
• Home or limited apartment placements

M/2
^m/y
^K^
^K/

'—

Also 3:15 Sat. & Sun.

j^l^^^^ BrSKi^

Syracu se University
Division of Int erna tional Pro gra ms Abroad
119 Euclid Avenu e .
Syrac us e , New York 1.3244-4170
1-800.235-3472

offis

John
Gorka, New Folk
J/X^^M Concert:
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
T^X^M 35)
(F°r ticket information call 786V>>^H
^66^H 61

Air Force
7 & 9 p.m.
'VS
/j&ms tW
U.S.
an
d
General
David
Graham,
y j V w^L v y V
/
Army,
retired .
Friday. Oct. 1
l tyy
'f f ^f fyy
11
Science and Technology Studies
</j 1 m m m i^ & /am.
///

mm

^^vy^M Musician

2

3,7 & 9 p.m.

Malcolm X
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The Colby J azz Quart et
will be perform ing at

on

4"**t **
Ub BMWWUe

Wednesda y, October 6th
9:30-11:30
Featuring:
Daniel Howe - Guitar '94
Mark Mirizzi - Bass '95
Justin Brown - Drums '94
Chris White - Saxaphone & Flute
Formerly Caustic Cactus w/ Chris White

COME SUPPORT
COLBY MUSICIANS

FIELDHOCKEY
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Predie&lo&sfrom the Sports Editor's desk
BTC^TItlSBAVijJ ^PO ^T ;
$jK>:risEditor
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Ildo«sn^i»^-tt^ho^a«etirategifeciSctionsare.This-may^oagamstcoventioiiiil
wisdom,bul**ft goedproj idoi^knnWSr
it's:Ira**
Far example, a good predictor will
mwetdare make a pi$dlcs£-M:fcw&£immediate fonhfW (unless they are affiliated wilh TJJio-flne Wa^wfck's late night
Physic Ket^otk^ wEth ?o»€h from
*CJftUP«&*) bficatise & good ptedictn*
fcnnrtrai£h^js i^rongjnlni-s-pr^icHonbe
^
will Io«*k lijke a fan g» A smart predictor
d*als only^It)*ihe fairly distant huttsr-e,
perhaps months or eveti yearsaway> so if
he iswrong,everyonehas alreadyforgot-*
ten th* predictionby that time,:
So her*ate my predictions for tfce
Ititnre.If they^ cant** trtie don't -forget to
^
pnrqlse me, if they are wrong, I'm not
worried. Yon will have forgotten anyway*So ftfcn* It goes*
? ISiewonian's^ltfitdckeytearawill
have one i-j f its best seasons in history,
pan*gam^inrn tta scasan and tfce teawn
has already tapped last year's win total*
Maybe tot-#fcarenact*Beidi Satin fe to
thank.Maybeifs simply &e loss of Deb
Plucfo
? $o»tba!i, whn lost *n Wiliiants despitel^eatlngthem np and dnwtitltfc fteid
on Saturday/:Will Have a third'winning
scas&n in a towand a sixth straightCBft
title, ^Wagsf Smith aftd Manncriagwill

gamer All-NESCAC honors. Keep an eye
on freshman Lawatin Carry, but dont
blink+?-*he's quick.
* The new treesplanted ohe frat row
and in frontof the chapelwill not makeit
through the winter. Why not plant them,
at the end coring?
•* Charlie Bassett will not Ml off arrlet
ladder thi«y*arl>e<mtt8*lts*&wifewon
him climb one again. :
* The common cold will continue to
baffleColhy^sHealth Centernurses.
* Men's s-^ccertNCAAs.Enough saicL
* The completed -ftetdhanse {with a
roof) Will get moreattention on campus
than theStudent CenterHie administration will m*»Y*H*aiibexe« down there*
* Solid Cold dancers wilt return to
network television.
* D^ta will bttild *threestorycereal
center, but still won*t serve Cinnamon
Toast Crunch.
*• Women's cross country will take
NESCACnponitsofferto competeinthe
3$CAAs> Three-timeAll-American Michelle Severance'94makes it four and rep.resents Colhy in the national competi*
tion,
* The €&lby TZehtymay ormay not get
kicked off campus after |;oittg too far m
thej oke issue.
* Unlike last year the fall women's
rugby team will he scored upon* btrt it
will go undefeated.
.* A fiot will break out on campus
when students, sick of Moosenet, tear
down all the televisionsets that broadcast Colbys awn <&ann«ii 44> Q

Marchildon. 'Thisyear there'sa greater desire to achieve, and that can be attributed to Coach
•
Salin."
"When I came here, 1wanted to instill discipline in the team," said Salin. "Last year,there
wasn't a lot of commitment and people came to practice when they wanted. I wanted to show
them that I'd be hard working and I expected the same from them."
Last week the team shut out U. Maine-Farmington 1-0 and defeated Tufts at home in the
rain on Sunday,4-2.Bunker notched goals in both games and received excellent support from
teammates Cindy Kelly '96, Dori Deis '96, Marchildon, and Sally Dixson '96.
Up next for the team is a weekend swing to Wheaton and Amherst.
"There's an opportunity for us to capitalize," said Salin. "We need to push ourselves
towardsa 5-1record.I'm pretty confident. If we were facing Williams or Bowdoin at this point
I'd be a little nervous,but we're playing well right now."
"We are playing really well/' said Bunker. "We just beat a tough team (in Tufts), but we
need to take it one game af a time and keep things in perspective." ?

Colby controls the ball in their 4-2 win over Tufts.

Echo photo by Lauren Vitrano
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Color Monitor and AppleKeyboardII.

The Macintosh*Color Classic?It offers a bright,sharp Sony li-jnitrorf
display.Its compact eaough to fit on any desk. And riglit nov^ this already
affordable model is available at an unheard-of price.You can also get

¦

¦

¦ '

•

•

¦

¦
•

'

For all of your computer needs visit the "Macintosh Of Fice"
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
*Color Classic price includes MS Word, Excel & a box of disks
,

"^mfa^ (o yiM/|(l ^i/w ^ift, (tf/wtifA ^ rW

special financing with the Apple* Computer Loan* -to make owning
one even easier. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. For the
power more collegestudents choose.The power to be your best? ^
w,
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Football drops
opening game to
Williams

Volleyball wins
Polar Bear
Tournament

BY JAC COYNE
Asst. Sports Editor
TheColby football team extended its opening day losing streak to 22 years when it
dropped a 13-9 decision to the Ephmen of
Williams College on Saturday.
The Mules dominated the Ephmen in the
second half, but Williams did all its damage
in the first half. The Ephmen converted for a
touchdown on their first series. Quarterback
David Sullivan (21-33,235 yards) connected
with his tight end for an eight-yard touchdown. Midway through the second quarter
Sullivan handed off to his running back, who
scampered 18 yards for the second and final
score for Williams. The Ephman kicker
shanked the extra point wide to the right.
From then on, the defensive front of the
Mules manhandled the Williams offensive
line. Tackles Rick Catino '95,Jim Zadrozney
'95 and Rich Wagenknecht '94 stifled the
Ephs running attack and forced Sullivan to
go to the air. Wagenknecht, although guilty
of several encroachment calls, bested his AilAmerican opponent Rives Nolan at center all
day,putting the pressure on the secondary to
stop the aerial attack.
Sullivan consistently tested corners Mark
Jackson '95 and Mike McElaney '95. A talented core of Williams receivers roamed the
flats, often unscathed, and Sullivan hit them
several times.Colby Sophomore transfer Jason Jabar was competent at safety, racking
up six unassisted tackles.
Colby lit up the scorebo ard with 4:55 lef t
in the first half when quarterback Matt
Mannering '95 lobbed a 55 yard bomb to
wideout Chris Fossella '95, who beat Williams' cornerback Chris Mcllraith down the
sideline. Mannering's strikecutthe E phmen's
lead to six.
The White Mule offense sputtered on the
first two drives of the second half, but head
coach Tom Austin dug into his bag of tricks
and called for a fake punt. Punter Matt
Morrissey '95 lofted a pass to Adam Cote '95,

Women ^s

Alyssa Bensetter *9S charges down f ield

BYRYANMAYHUGH
Contributing Writer

The women's soccer t eam managed to ti e
NESCAC powerhouse Tufts in a two hour

BYEUGENE BUONO
Contributing Writer

Echo photoby AmyRzeznikiewicz
Tailback Matt Morrissey '95 breaks another tackle.
who was lined up at tight end, leaving the left in the game. Senior linebacker Erik
Mules with first and ten on the Williams six Georges sacked Sullivan for an eight yard
yardline. Unfortunately Colby sputtered loss, forcing Williams to punt again. Reserve
again near the goal line when Williams defensive back Brian Kennealy '96 blocked
blocked first-year Jerrod Deshaw's field goal. the kick,and gave the Mules the ball on the 12
"We just didn't finish off ,"said co-captain yard line with under a minute to play.
Colby muscled the ball to the two yard
Brian O'Sullivan. "We needed a knockout
line, where they faced fourth down and goal
punch, but we just didn't follow through."
"I thou ght we beat the hell out of them," with eight seconds and no time outs left.
said sophomore fullback Brad Smith. "But Mannering. faked a handoff to Smith, then
stepped back and fired a pass to running
sometimes we did n't execute."
After a 40 yard Morrissey punt left the back Mike Mullin '94 in the end-zone,but the
Ephs on their own 8, Colby's defense shut ball fell incomplete through Mullin's hands.
"I don't think we got beat," said Smith.
down Williams when Catino pasted an
Ephmen runner for a three-yard loss on third "We beat ourselves."
"We just have to pretend this game never
down. Williams was forced to punt from
happened,"
said O'Sullivan. "If we do that,
their own one yardline. The ensuing punt
was hobbled and the Colby defense forced we should play well the rest of the season."
The Mules travel to Vermont to take on
the safety, cutting the lead to 13-9.
league
champion Middlebury thisSaturday.Q
After Colby's offense failed to produce,
Morrissey blasted a 50 yard punt, giving the
Ephs the ball with a little over two minutes

soccer isles Jumbos

hcho photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

match last Sunday in overtime, 2-2. Alison
Fields '95 tied it up with two minutes left in
the overtime.
"This is the best game I've seen th e girls
play in three years," said Coach Carol Anne

Beach. "We played aggressive and confidently all the way through."
Tufts jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the first
half. Megan Fitzpatrick '94 tied the score on
an assist from Co-Captain Brooke Porteous
'94. Neither team managed to score in the
second half, and they entered the overtime
knotted at one goal apiece.
The Jumbos scored again three minutes
into overtime. "It would have been real easy
to give up after they went ahead/' said Beach.
The Mules kept going, however. On a
corner kick, Sarah Eustis '96 got the ball to
Fields, who trapped it and proceeded to put
it the only place in the net she could,according to Beach.
The Mules have not defeated Tufts since
1983. 'They are known to be a defensive
team, so we were happy to get t wo goals on
them/' said Beach.
Rainy weather can often play an importan t role in t he out come of a game, because
the goalies have to trap a wet, slick ball. The
weather was not a factor in this game, however, and both teams played near the top of
their games. Erica Moore '97 record ed eight
saveswhilethej umbos'goalie made!3. Colby
outshot Tufts 23-13.
"Both goalies played extremelywell,"said
Beach. "We dominated for about three quarters of the game, and their keeper kept them
in it. Erica Moore did a great job for us as
well/'Q

The Colby women's volleyball team took
theBowdoin Polar BearTournament by storm
for the second year in a row last Saturday
when it won all five of its matches.
"This was an excellent tournament for
us/' said Coach Sheila Cain. "The tournament was an opportunity for a very young
team to get some great experience."
Colby defeated UMF, St. Joe's, Unity,
Bowdoin and the Universityof New England
(U.N.E.). Colby won the first game against
U.N.E., but struggled and lost the second.
After regrouping and refocusing, Colby defeated U.N.E. in the third game to win the
match.
"U.N.E. was the most talented and challenged us the most," said Cain. "We had
difficulty in the second game because of a
lapse in communication. Our communication level was not as good as it was in the first
game. Last week we didn't play consistently
because of a lack of communication. Fortunately, we were able to rebound and win this
weekend."
.„ The team owes Saturday 's success largely
to the previous
week's tough
practice sched- "tt was more
ule. The Mules
practiced every than conf idence *
-*
day, spending it was a„ ' ,' <'
time working realizationof
on basic bump- ourcap abilities.
ing, setting and By seeingour
spiking skills.
Passing was talent and dep th,
also stressed , we becamemore
and the team confident in one
reinforced their an other and
*
communicatheref
ore
could
tion skills. As a
result of their be more relaxed
intense efforts,
the team was
&£*
confident and
^^m^^
rn ^^^^^^
ready to play.
Cain said the
team's biggest
improvement
this week was their "ability to relax, play
with confidence and play as a team."
"Teresa -Tiangha '96 , Megan Nicholson
'96, and Julie Lynch '97 have been excellent
'utility' players," said Cain. "I played them
each in a couple of different positions many
times in the same match, and they made the
necessary adjustments very quickly, which
helped improve the team's performance."
Tiangh a, who was moved to a defensive
position just before the tournament, helped
the team improve its passing. She moved the
ball to her teammates better from the back
court.
"She made a huge difference/' said Cain.
"She improved th e defense as a 'whole, and
t he whole t eam's level of play rose as well."
Lin d sayBennigson '95led the Mules with
six service aces and 41 set assists. Anna
Thomson '97 was named to the All-Tournament Team. She led her team with 6 blocks
and an impressive 33 kills.
The team's win gave them more confidence in their abilities,
"It was more than confidence,"Cain said.
"It was a realization of our capabilities. By
seeing our talent and depth,we became more
confident in one another,and therefore could
be more relaxed while we played." ?
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Women's
soccer heads
out on road
trip
BY RYANMAYHUGH
Contributing Writer

l^^^^^^^^^^j^^^^

While the women's soccer team
cameout ofthsirgameagainst Tufts
with a tie and boosted confidence,
the team still faces a long road
Following their 8-0 shut-out
•tt^^^ilil^^i^^ffi^^^Pi ahead.
against Thomas last Tuesday, the
iB^B^^^^^^^^^^ B Mules will visit Wheaton and
i^Pii^^ii^^^^^^^^S Amherst in back-to-back gameson
a weekend road trip.
"Amherst looks like the better
of thetwo teams,"said Coach Carol
Anne Beach. "We need to get
through this week and try to get
healthy."
l^i^rBiBft^^iiiiiiiii
The team has been plagued by
injuries since the start of the season.
Alyssa Bensetler '95, Sarah Eustis
'96, and Tara Estra '94 are playing
hurt, keeping them from performing at full'potential.
With their record at 3-1-1, the
i il
l
iilii
|
iill:
t
f
ilii
llii i road trip this weekend will indicate whether Colby is strong
iiiMftii Pii^^^ftis enough to make it to the playoffs.
"We are trying to take it one
i
fcliS ^^^^Piilili
game at a time,"said Beach. "Our
goal is to make it to the post season,
but we don't want to look too far
lllliflll^^
li ^^Piii
l^
i ^ iMiiii into the future."
First-year goalie Erica Moore
H ^ nRlf ^ n ^H ^^^ H
i has performed solidly all season.
^^^^
Shehasalready registered two shutouts and played impressively
Tufts,despitetherainyconi^^illSi^liMiii^^wiiij^lI against
ditions. .
BiBili ^iiiSSil ^^B In addition, Colby features an
attack with a cast of players who
™•x••wx^^ '' ^x*x*x*x ^^^
X'Xo•tv ^™*'^•^x¦:^^ xw
have the ability to score goals, leavlltliifc^
ing the Mules relatively difficult to
ISi^Bi iB(p8i^^B defend. ?
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Echophoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
Brooke Porteous boots one down f ield versus Tiif ts last week.
remember to work efficiently as a
team."
Practice sessions are going to be
rigorous and will focus on
"strengthening the basics, maintaining our defense, and speeding
up our offense in order to beat the
blocks." said Cain. Q

Volleyball
looks for CBB
crown
BY EUGENE BUONO
Contributing Writer

With an overall record of 9-8
and one Tournament Championship under its belt, the women's
volleyball team will face Bowdoin
this Wednesday. The Mules have
already defeated Bowdoin thisyear.
"We are going to be confident,
not cocky) against Bowdoin," said
Coach Sheila Cain.
While the Bowdoin match will
be an important one, it's the_ upcoming match against Bates on Oct.
6 that the Mules are really concentrating on.
"They are supposed to be better
than us," said Cain. "Once again,
we're going to have to keep our
confidence level high, as well as

Women's
cross country
!; gearing up
for Codfish
BY KATHY CHRISTYContributing Writer
The women's cross country
team does not know what to expect
at this weekend's Codfish Bowl
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broke down-the right side of the field, beating twoTuftsdefenders. Small fired thegamewinning goal past Gamsby who was late
coming out.
Sweeper Brian Pompeo '95 and goalkeeper Caleb Mason '95 shut out the rest of
Tufts 'offensive bids.
The Mules dominated the last forty minutes of the game. Players like Tuck Evans '95
and Skulley got to every looseball.Colby out
shot Tufts 18 to 14 in the second half.
"I'm really proud we did not turn on
ourselves after Tufts tied the score/' said
Head Coach Mark Serdjenian. "We showed
how strong and close of a team we are with
our play in the second half."
The game was characterized by aggressive play and consistent contact. "We work
hard at every practice, and it dictates the way
we pl ay i n games," said Serdjenian. "We do
not coach physical play,but stress hard work
all the time."
The Mules hope to continue their winning waysandmakeashowingattheNCAAs.
The team also learned that without a consistent ninety minute effort, even a NESCAC
team could sneak up on them. ?
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meet at Franklin Park, according
to Head Coach Deb Aitken. The
team is looking to continue its
winning ways after an exciting
victory at the U. Mass, at
Dartmouth Invitational Meet on
Sept. 19.
'The Codfish Bowl has a very
long history of being a competitive race," said Aitken. "Bowdoin
has won it for the last two or three
years but are not going this year.
Anything could happen."
Besides notknowing whotheit
competition willbe,the Mules also
have to adjust to a~-new NCAA
rule that keeps Division I and III
teams from competing against
each other. Colby, a Division III
program, will race only against
Division II teams in the Codfish
Bowl.Inthepast, teamslikeSouthernConnecticut,Central Connecticut, Springfield,and Bentley have
all been strong competition for
the White Mules.
Three-time All-American and
Tri-Captain Michelle Severance
'94, who beat her personal best by
30 seconds at the U. Mass. meet
last week, is looking forward to
the meet.
"This meet is another chance
for the team to run against a good
range of competition,"said Severance. 'The course at FranklinPark
is a little tougher than the U. Mass.
^ course,so my time probably won't
be as good."
Returning for this week's meet
are Heather Hunt '96 and Tori
Antonino '97/who haveboth been
sidelined due to off-season surgery. Beth Tirhm '95 returns for
this meet after missingthe U. Mass.
meet for personal reasons.
"The most important thing
about our team is that everybody
is working hard and staying
healthy," said Aitken. ?
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Women's soccer hits
the road. See this
week 's key games on
p. 15

Men s soccer snu ffs Tuft s 3-2
Colby rises to # 5
in the rankings
BY ELLIOT BARRY
Staff Writer

The Colby men's soccer team jumped to a
4-0 record last Sunday when it beat NESC AC
rival Tufts 3-2 in a physical game on Loebs
field. The unranked Tufts Jumbos, whose
record dropped to 2-3 last weekend, beat
nu mber-one ranked Western Connecticut
ea rlier in the sea son . The M ules' win moves
Colby up to number five in the polls.
By the end of the first half the Mules had
a 2-0 lead, and had dominated for the entire
45 minutes. Ethan Spencer '94 n otched h is
second goal of the season at 8:49 with a chi p
shot over the goa lie's head. Spencer placed
the ball in the corner of the box after Tufts
failed to clear the rebound.
"I was just trying to get it over the goalie's
head and into the back corner , and was lucky
it got through," sa id Spencer.
Pat Skulley '94 finished the first half scorin g when he punched home the rebound off
senior D.C. Gagnon 'sshot.Gagnonwas credited with an assist on the play after his shot
from the wing was not contained by Tufts '
goa l keeper Mich a el Gamsby. Colby out -shot
Tuft s 12 to 2 in the first half and appeared to
be on the way to an easy victory.
The Jumbos were not done however, and
tied the score at two durin g the first five
minutes of the second half.
Marc Small '96 p rovided the spa rk the
Mules needed minutes later. The forward
See MEN'S SOCCER on pa ge 15

Echo photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Mark Small '96 steps up to shoot while his Tuft 's defender watches in dismay.
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BY PETE R DUBACK
SteLff Writer

Field Hockey
on a roll
BY PJ MCBRIDE

Contributing Writer

For the nin e members of Colby's varsity golf

team, the prospects of spending countless hours
in the weight rooni y soaking in the ice-cold whirlpoolin the train! ng roam , or runnin g windsprin ts
until they lose their hunch arc about as real! stic as
a warm day in J anuary on May flower Hill
"Golf is, definitely more relaxed tha n, say,
hockey or baseball ," said Captain Keith Gleason
'94* "We play i n a very laid back atmosphere ,but
we are sti ll serious /'
Tlie team was serious enough last weeken d to
cap ture sixth p la ce ant of eleven teams at the
Husson Invi tational , NewcomerTodd Guilfoyle
'% shot a 7% the openin g day and followed that
up wilh an 82 to take fourth place out of SO
golfers at the event.
The tcampractices a t nearby Water vill e Country Club where three tee-times per day are reserved tor Colby players .
"We ju st go overt o Wa tervill eCountry Club
and play nine bolea/ «ri *l teaw member Mark
Roark 'O S, "If we have a problem with our game,
Coach Farr or Coach Moss help us straighten it
out. Coach Moss is an excellent golfer , I t really
helps to work with Idnu Hegives sornevery good
poin ters» "
Althou gh the attitude is relaxe d during the
season, the team boasts several legitima te goM«
crs,
Sea GOLF on png <>IS
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Although the names on the field hockey
roster are mostly the same as last year , the
1993 White Mule field hockey tea m is very
different.
The team has alread y rocketed to a 3-1
mark , bettering last season 's meek two-win
tota l even befo re October.
The person most responsible for this sudden turnaround is first-year head coach Heidi
Salin.
"You can 't even put [the effect Salin has
had ] into word s," said Tri-Captain Michelle
Satterlee '94.
"She has made a tremendous difference ,
because she's a ded icated coach and works
hard on improving our weaknesses ," said
Tri-Captain Amy Marchildon '94.
It would seem that a team coming off last
year ' s 2-10 reco rd would have some glaring
weaknesses , but that is not the case with this
team, whose previously latent talent has now
become obvious.
"There ' s such a big improvement /' said
Tri-Captain Stephanie Bunker '95. "All we
needed was some confidence and enthusiasm. This tea m always had potential , except
now it is starting to show through. "
"We always expected to lose, " said
See FIELD HOCKEY on page 13

